
The Round Table of Mathematiians The history of the Mathematial Journal for Seondary Shools goes

bak more than one hundred years. The foundation of the journal had lose onnetions with the boom of the sienti�

life at the turn of the entury and to the foundation of the Mathematial and Physial Soiety. Let's go bak to

the previous entury when the two most important enters of Hungarian ulture were the Tehnial University in

Budapest and the Bolyai University in Kolozsvár, Transylvania. The Round Table of Mathematiians was formed

in Autumn of 1883, in Budapest and met regularly twie a month in a speial room of a restaurant. Letures were

followed by a disussion, and later by dinner. There was no hairman and no ground rules. The soiety onsisted of

professors of mathematis and physis at the Tehnial University and teahers from various seondary shools. The

Founding Fathers were Lórand (Roland) Eötvös, Jen® Hunyadi, Ágoston Sholtz, Kálmán Szily, Gyula

Kõnig, Gusztáv Rados and Manó Beke. They themselves gave most of the tal Mathematis and physis were not

separated as sharply as they are today. Many mathematiians liked to work on physis, and many professors found

it hard to distinguish their respetive �elds. Those days many sientists tried to beome polyhistors. As Manó Beke

wrote in 1911: �We mathematis teahers enjoyed these evenings very muh; we looked foward to them. We pro�ted a

lot, and reeived muh material for futher study. It was not the main purpose to present new results, although we heard

new results from Hunyadi or Szily before they presented them at the Aademy, and Konig presented a paper about the

same time to us as to the Aademy. Our goal was to get aquainted with the most important and most interesting

reent publiations. Just as we enjoyed the sienti� letures, the �mathematial dinners� following them were also

memberable. Here the best researhers mixed with the teahers of the seondary shools.

In an invitation in 1890 to a leture by Eötvös on �Terrestrial Gravitation and its Measurement,� the letter also

referred to further goals: �Dear Sirs! We have the hope that by meeting together we take the �rst step towards a regular

gathering bringing us into loser ontat with one another. With full respet, yous sinerely, Baron Lórand Eötvös.�

It was the merit of Eötvös to reognize the importane of an ative sienti� ommunity on the ultural devlopment

of a nation.

It was Eötvös himself, who in 1890, ame up with the idea of an organized soiety that would bring sientists toget-

her. Instead of using empty words, he had the following motto: �Let us learn from eah other in order to teah better.�

He wrote: �The goal of our meetings is the futher development of siene by the spoken word, and the presentation of

all important results from the journals. This does not seem to be more than the goal of the study groups of the students.

Still, from these meetings it is possible for every teaher of mathematis and physis to beome a mathematiian and

a physiian. Thus we serve not only the shools but we raise the level of siene in our ountry. Carrying out the task

of self-eduation with dediation has the further result that in the future, new researhers arise out of our group ...�

Gyula K®nig formulated the ondition of membership as �not just anybody, but everybody who works on mathematis

and physis and at making them more popular an be nominated.�

The ground rules based on these ideas were aepted by the Ministry of the Interior on August 21, 1891, and the

newly born soiety started reruiting new members.

The Mathematial and Physial Soiety n November 5, 1891, Lórand Eötvös was eleted president of the

O

soiety, Gyula K®nig the mathematial vie-president, and Ágoston Shmidt the physis vie-president. Eötvös was

also president of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene and retor of Pázmány University of Budapest; K®nig was the

retor of the Tehnial University. The serataries were Gusztáv Rados (mathematis) and Géza Bartinek (physis),

reording seretaries Lajos Kopp and Radó Kövesligeti. At that time there were 298 members; but the membership

quikly inreased to 400.

Membership ard number 1 was originally held byÁnyos Jedlik, the Beneditine monk/professor, who onstruted

the dynamo in 1861, preeding Siemens by six years. (Between the two World Wars, the number 1 membership ard

was held by the Nobel laureate physiist Eugene Wiegner.) Letures of the soiety were predominately about

mathematis, as was natural at that time, but letures on physis, suh as the demonstration of X-rays in 1896,

shortly after their disovery by Röntgen, were not unommon.

One of the most important goals of the soiety was to start and seure the suess of a mathematial and phyisis

journal. Similar journals, suh as the �Tehnial University Noties� (1876-1878), existed earlier, but for �nanial

reasons only lasted two years. The Aademy of Sienes published its �Mathematial and Natural Sienes Bulliten�

with the speial goal to publish only new results.

The �rst issue of the Mathematial and Physis Journal appeared in 1891. Eötvös summarized its goal as follows:

� . . . not for the popularity of siene and not to publish independent results, as other journals suessfully ahieve

this goal. We publish popular artiles about reent results for experts to use in proeding with their researh . . . � In

addition to the sienti� artiles, the journal also published artiles to help mathematis and physis, suh as artiles

about seondary shool teahing.

Among the authors of the artiles were many world famous mathematiians. Some of the artiles inluded Felix

Klein's �The Erlangen Program,� the �rst Hungarian version of János Bolyai's Appendix (originally in Latin),

Friedrih Gauss's work on surfaes, Lipót Fejér's famous dotoral thesis, and many important results by Frigyes

Riesz, Zoárd Geõze, Alfréd Haar. It is impossible to list all the famous mathematiians who published all their

results and thoughts in these pages.

The �st editors of the journal wereGusztáv Rados, Géza Bartoniek, Lipót Fejér, Gyõzõ Zemplém, Rudolf
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Ortvay, Dénes Kõnig. From 1930 on, the journal was helped by young graduates, who published their theses without

monetary ompensation. The publiation of the journal was not without problems, mostly �nanial, and often issues

would be skipped, or two issued would be published together in one joint issue. The journal has managed to survive all

its problems and still exists today. The main goals of the journal remain unhanged: informative and original results, a

problems setion, solutions to previous problems, book reviews and events of the Soiety. The journal �Fizikai Szemle�

(�Physis Review�) began in 1950. This monthly is similar to �Physis World�, �Physikalishe Blatter�, or �Physis

Today�, but has a ertain interplanetary harater, as it has published and ontinues to publish papers by sientists

like Zoltan Bay, Niolas Kurti, John von Neumann, Ede (Edward) Teller, and Eugene Wiegner. In the

Year 1894

Lórand Eötvös (1848-1919) was the founding father of professionsal researh in physis in Hungary. He obtained

his dotor's degree (together with the mathematiian Gyula Kõnig) in Heidelberg in 1870. He beame professor

at the age of 30 at the University of Budapest (later to be named after him in 1950). He was the founder and �rst

president of the Hungarian Mathematial and Physial Soiet. He remained its president until his death.

One of the high points of his arreer ame in 1894 when he was nominated to be t Minister of Religion and

Publi Eduation. Members of the Mathematial and Physial Soiety ommemorated his nomination by launhing

the Eötvös Competition for talented students �nishing seondary shool. Some of the winners of the ompetition

inlude: Lipót Fejér, Tódor (Theodore von) Karman, and Ede Teller.

The year 1894, 100 years ago, marked three important events:

� The Eötvös Competition started.

� Eötvös College was established for the future teahers of the University. The ollege was named after József

(Joseph) Eötvös, Loránd's father, a liberal novelist and former Minister of Eduation and Culture who devoted his

life to the ultural devolopment of Hungary.

� The Középiskolai Matimatikai Lapok (�Mathematial Journal for Seondary Shools�) was established. The

publiation was originally targeted at high shool math students, and later expanded to inlude artiles about physis

among its pages. *already mentioned how it expands to inlude physis*

Mathematial Journal for Seondary Shools

The KöMaL ame into existene apart from the framework of the the Soiety, but not independetly. In November

of 1983, Dániel Arany, a high shool teaher from the ity of Gyõr, deided to found a journal for high shool math

students. The journal, the Középiskolai Matimatikai Lapok (Mathematial Journal for Seondary Shools), published

its �rst edition in Deember 1893, displaying its goals on the over: �to give a wealth of examples to students and

teahers.� At the time, there was only one other suh journal in Europe, the Journal de Mathématiques Élémentaires,

a journal published from 1876 by the Frenh publishing ompany Vuibert. The journal's �rst edition appeared on

January 1, 1894, and from then on put forth ten issues a year. We know of 132 subsribers in the �rst year. In the

�rst three years, a total of 239 problems were published, for whih 1055 solutions arrived for 208 problems from 151

students representing all parts of Hungary. The journal was suessful, but struggled with �nanial problems...

In 1896, the editorship was taken over by László Ráz, a teaher at the Evangelial High Shool in Budapest.

He had previously ontributed to the journal and from this point on, he used the advantages of the apitol ity to

help solve the business onerns of the journal. Dániel Arany ontinued to work enthusiastially on the journal, and

in 1907, they were joined by Márk Antal, a business shool teaher.

In 1897, Sándor Mikola got his �rst job at the Evangelial High Shool. He eagerly o�ered to write artiles

on physis for the journal, a suggestion that was well reeived by László Ráz, his o-worker. In the tenth year of

publiation, the journal added a physis problems olumn. From the yearly 120-180 problems, 2500-3000 solutions

were reeived, and among the authors of the solutions were suh names as Lipót Fejér, Mihály Fekete, Alfréd Haar,

TódorKármán, Dénes Kõnig, György Pólya, Tibor Radó, Frigyes Riesz, Marell Riesz, Gábor Szegõ, Gyõzõ Zemplén

. . .

László Ráz was fored to leave the journal at the start of the �rst world war. With his departure, the �rst suessful

period of the journal ended, and additionally, the publiation was interrupted for more than a deade.
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